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But workers at Texas Health Presbyterian Hospital Dallas did not abandon their gowns and scrubs for hazmat suits until tests came back ... these press reports, to answer these questions with ...
Dallas Hospital Waited Three Days to Use Hazmat Suits
Authorities concluded a large amount of meth had made its way into the water system of the Super 8 by Wyndham Portales, shut down the motel, called on a hazmat ... used to test the crystals ...
No, Portales motel doesn’t have meth on tap
OK, it definitely wasn’t the Pandemmys, or the Zoomemmys, or whatever you want to call last year’s virtual Emmy ceremony — with everyone at home, and visitors in hazmat suits showing up to ...
Photos: Not your normal Emmy ceremony
OK, it definitely wasn’t the Pandemmys, or the Zoomemmys, or whatever you want to call last year’s virtual Emmy ceremony — with everyone at home, and visitors in hazmat suits showing up to ...
Emmy Moments: Not the Pandemmys - but hardly normal, either
15, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- A motion has been filed with the Texas Supreme Court by Six Flags Splashtown seeking ... The park was evacuated and hazmat teams were called in to decontaminate park goers of ...
Texas MDL Sought for Splashtown Chemical Leak Cases
There was no clear cause of death, prompting authorities to treat the area as a hazmat scene ... deaths and are awaiting the results of water tests taken from the area where the family was ...
Trails where California family died closed to the public
There was no clear cause of death, prompting authorities to treat the area as a hazmat scene. Investigators are considering whether toxic algae blooms or other hazards may have contributed to the ...
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